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Abstract 

In large lead-time development products is particularly interesting, but also difficult, to apply C.E. 

practices. The difficulties are based on the quantity of different technical and managerial problems 

that are involved in the design, manufacturing and assembly processes, and the interest is the 

enormous potential of savings in the final product and project management costs and also in lead

times. On the other hand some level of automation in the design process is convenient in order to 

scale previous results into valuable future design data. But doing that in an effective way, requires a 

particular previous strategy and analysis to eliminate as much as possible non added value design 

tasks. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Concurrent Engineering (C.E.) is not a single technic; C. E. practices valid implementation involves 

one of the deepest organizational changes for an industrial company, and this is particularly true 

concerning the industrialisation of large lead time development products. Just consider the following: 

G. Doumeingts et al. (eds.), Modelling Techniques for Business Process Re-engineering and Benchmarking
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I. Teamworking is difficult when there are no clear savings in both individual and global dedicated 

time. Sequence is, in general, the most natural way of doing jobs for individual's comfortability 

and time optimization. With large lead time development products, this effect is more evident. 

2. To facilitate teamworking, automation could be of great help, but the complexity of putting 

coordination and managerial tasks in a computer suggests to make more simple and rational the 

design process. So, we have to apply reengineering to it. 

3. Inadequate project resources sizing and allocation is another serious inconvenient that mixes 

"firefighting" with the additional efforts always needed when a new sounded managerial 

procedure is being introduced in the organization. 

4. The upper reasons indicate to consider as a key point for successful C.E. implementation a 

carefully designed previous strategy approach. 

Process vcrilicatiot 
ond ramp-up 

Manufocruring 

Figure I. Impacts within the process of poor resources sizing and allocation. 

The FIG. I presents the cascading impacts of poor resources sizing and allocation. They are easily 

imaginable the effects of the reinforcing loops when, for example, a design schedule slippage occurs. 

Aggressive schedule is the usual response to compensate the slippage., but this makes things harder as 

we can see in FIG. 2, where due to the reinforcing loops there shown, achieved delay results have 

significative differences from the planned and realistic ones. 
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Figure 2. Aggressive schedules 

2. THE COMPANY AND PRODUCT 

215 

The organizational concepts spread along this paper are consequences of experimentation in a 

medium-sized (350) Basque company manufacturer of 20 to 40 KV SF6 switchgears for Electrical 

Distribution Companies. 

The products must be designed under very stricts norms (CEI-694/420/298/129) that affect mainly, to 

the electrical functionality. This is a very significative point; th 

e product has two differentiated pans, the electrical part with important restrictions, and the 

mechanical pan with considerable degrees of freedom in design. 
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Figure 3. Product description 

' 
' 

I. Sheet metal box; 2. SF6 1,2 K/c2 Dielectric; 3. bar-set; 4. switch; 5. synoptic pannel; 6. fuses; 7. line cabling; 
7 .1. to the transformer; 8. security valve. 

---· '-= 

-· 
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The main blocks of the development planning are shown in FIG .4. In comparison with equivalent 

former experience, the saving in overall time delay of a 25% (from typically 8 TRIM to 6 TRIM) has 

the origin in the previous C.E. implementation strategy approach and in the duration of the phase of 

"idea formulation and acceptation", traditionally 50% shorter than in this new experience. 

In the other hand, not very much saving in time delay is estimated to have been obtained by the 

application of Engineering Technics such as QFD or DFA/M, (blocks 1 and 2) which have affected 

more to project resources effective utilization, people motivation, and the important achievement of a 

15% fmal reduction in the targeted cost. 

Tasks Block Trim 1 Trlml Trlm3 Trlm4 TrimS Trlm6 Main issues 

• Market sha~. IOIJCI-e<Ht and poy-liilu: 
C) • PTAV {pfoduc& a.echnoloa;ical added value) and 

key faCLon rfH di!(e~ntlation . 
• PrcUrninary project Sli'IIC.ty or dl'lwin&• and 

Idea fonnulolion and dcuils. 

acccptalion • Preliminary supplier sctcc:tion and 
invo1vcmcnL 

• Prdiminary procoOpc corutNction and LeSt and 

(QFD) 
quality Jl&c.l. 

• Prclimin~ry pnxxn dc:sian and lcc.hn~OJY· 
• Maid! ina Lhe Llrac.t eo:t.l. 

® · Oetoilcd dcsien (almoJI IOO'lo <liJil&l model). 
• DIR (BWit·in·reliability)qualhy J,lle. 

Project design • Pn)(Olypc cons;lrudion and Lest quality J-1\C.S. 
· Detinhive PfO«JJ des ian Uld procus technoiO& 

(DFA·M) 
• Definitive supplier se.lcaton and involvemtnl. 
• Matchinalhc Lara« cost. 

Q) 

lndusuialisalion 
• Limited indunri.alscrie wilh dc.fUlilive prooc:u 

implementation. 
• Matchin£1he. urcct cot:L 

Figure 4. Main blocks of development planning. 

3. THE PREVIOUS INTEGRATED STRATEGY: A KEY-POINT FOR BPR 
MACROPROCESSES SIMPLIFICATION 

We have a real and a serious project with time to market and target-costs objectives, and we have our 

current organization, and with both we pretend simultaneously: 

• To implement new "ad-hoc" C.E. practices. 

• To obtain a significative result in the same project. 
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How to do that? The response is to define a previous integrated strategy focused to a careful resour

ces allocation and to a rationalization and simplication of the design process. This is the main piece 

for the application of BPR. In the experience of our electrical equipment manufacturer, this strategy, 

leading by top management, was crafted as follows 

a) Scheduling strategy. Three aspects are considered: 

• Pre-prototyping, preliminary processs design, and early matching of the target cost in an 

elongated "idea formulation and acceptation" phase. 

• Integrated reliability and design. 

• Drawing details strategy. 

b) Resource allocation with no significative restrictions for early phases. 

c) Extended quality gates from the very beginning (preliminary prototype). These extended quality 

gates are derived from the early application of a simple but sufficient QFD (see FIG. 8), in the 

phase of "idea formulation and acceptation". 

d) To arise selected "lessons learned" of a similar experience to be benchmarked with. Selected 

issues to compare with were of two categories: for final evaluation and for C.E. implementation 

process control. 

• Target-cost reduction for final evaluation. 

• Delay for the LIS (limited industrial serie) for final evaluation. 

• Number of modifications after the previous prototype and after the final prototype for C.E. 

implementation process control. 

e) Carefully selected techniques to be used (see FIG. 5). This is a very important point in order to 

make affordable a new management practice as the C.E. is. Selected techniques were: 

• QFD, giving the quality gates, in the phase of "idea formulation and acceptation". 

• DFM-A for the areas with narrow possibilities due to the norms (mainly electrical) 

• Value analysis for other aspects (mainly mechanical). 

• BIR as the quality gate of the "detailed design" task. 

Technique Application Main oulpulS 
QFD Phase of "Idea formulation and Early quality gales. 

acceptation" Training. 

DFM-A Switchgear fuse and SF-6 Internal fuse. 
(eleclrical) container Reduce part numbers. 

Value analysis and DFM-A Sheel-melal-lx>X Sheet weight (FEM). 

(mechanical) Command Simplify display functions. 
Synoplic-panncl Reduce part numbers. 
Bars and conductors Copper weight. welding lengths. 

BIR Manoeuvre operation reliability Detailed design quality gale 
chains (fault-tree-analysis) 

Figure 5. Strategic application of C.E. selected Technics. 
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f) Divide the product functions into two categories; basic and suppon. Basic functions are giving 

active value to the product when operation (switchgear velocity, display, maintainability) and 

support functions only have negative value when they fail to operate (security, gas leakage, etc.). 

A separate cost-objective is establish for each of them. In basic functions value/cost ratio is 

important and in support functions only cost reduction is imponant,with the limit of reliability. 

g) Extended initial training program, applying selected techniques to the previous product to be 

benchmarked with. QFD and DFM/A where selected for that purpose. 

The effects of the previous integrated strategy are shown FIG. 6 and FIG.7. The then-called 

potential profit improvement is given by PPI = SLT * STC, where SL Tis the saving in lead-time 

and STC is the saving in target-cost. 

Figure 6. Product development synergies. 

• Func1ional, resourcing, and 
scheduling strategies 

• Oualiry gates In concept 
development and manufacturing 
ramp-up. 

e Resourcing prioriry lor early 
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68 
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• Potential prot~ improvement 

Figure 7. Benefits of an integrated strategy. 
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Regarding the application of BIR (built-in-reliability) methodology, one of the main inconvenients is 

always the lack of reliable field-data. The alternative was the following methodology: 

1. Define the manoeuvre reliability chain and the Ff A (fault tree analysis). 

2. Recopilate valuable RADC statistical data. 

• Non electric part reliability data. 

• Realibility production of electrical equipment. 

• Reliability study for circular electrical connectors. 

• CRIMP Connection reliability. 

• Other mechanical components reliability source book. 

3. Define a global reliability objective (higher than required by norms). 

4. Apply FfA to the chain. 

5. Identify critical components using RADC tables. 

6. FMEA application to this critical components. 

7. Design adjustments. 

8. Quality gates. 

Finally, and speaking about the QFD applied in the phase of "idea formulation and acceptation" the 

FIG. 8 shows the level and simplicity of the application. The complexity that would be involved 

applying this technique to further development phases, decided to confine it as only permanent 

reference of the project more relevant issues. 
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4. TilE BPR MICRO 

Non added value tasks in the design process were identified in four categories. 

a) Teams and meetings. 

b) Retrieval of previous similar designs and reinvention. 

c) Excessive or poor drawings and details. 

d) Project related information record, retrieval and handling costs. 

Let'us examine them separately. 

a) Teams and meetin~s 

Team were organized around a limited basic workteam (LBW) composed by: 

• Project leader (product design office). 

• Product sales manager (commercial). 

• R + D technician (product design - office). 

• Quality technician (product design - office). 

• Process and production engineering technician. 

• Purchasing technician. 

This LBW, trained and working with the mentioned general strategy principles, leads the project. 

Other "satellite" teams are organized by this group in order to perform specific tasks, thus limiting 

interactions and waste of time (see FIG. 9). These "satellite" teams are dynamic and their objectives 

and also procedures and indications to cope with are carefully set from meeting to meeting (weekly) 

on a "period batch control" basis. 

The weekly meetings of the LBW take four hours with non added value tasks of 20% (less than one 

hour) for status check, coordination activities and reporting to Top Management. 

The value-added tasks are, by convention, exclusively the application of a particular C.E. technique, 

including a time called "Immersion" in which the "lateral thinking" creative technique is applied syste

matically to reduce part-numbers and target cost. 
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MANUFACTURING 
ENGINEERING 6 

COMMERCIAL 
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Figure 9. Limiting interactions and waste of time. 
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No other workteams are involved. The board of managers is informed in advance (no less than three 

days) by the Project Leader. Information is by exception and oriented to a one hour monthly meeting 

consisting of: 

o Brief report of the effectiveness of the selected techniques application. 

o Planning key issue due-dates problems. 

o Inter-functional resources conflicts. 

o Target-cost expectations. 

o Project budget exceptions. 
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b) Retrieval of previous similar designs and reinvemion. 

3D almost 100% digital design has been performed. An extension to family drawings 

parametrization is also done. The principal interest is to simulate geometric incompatibilities of a 

continuously and competitive reducing product lay-out and volume. Customers value space, and 

simply taking into account the number of parts per m3, the digitalization effort is worthy for both 

the present product and future new similar products or modifications retrievals. Simplified 

digitalization (main dimension/envolvents) is carried out in the commercial parts that are not 

subjected to finite elements calculus, with the only purpose of testing geometric compatibility and 

volume optimization. 

c) Excessive or poor drawings and details. 

In the phase of "idea formulation and acceptation", and the Preliminary Project a strategy to 

simplify drawings and details is defined by the LB W as a part of the project issues. 

Parametrization is of great help at this step in order to make really shorter and save resources in 

the detailed design process. 

d) Project related information record retrieval and handling costs. 

Reengineering these processes of concurrently sharing information leads to make a practical 

automation using the facilities that computers have today in multimedia. This point is the main 

neural network for automation, and consist of a particular software providing direct access to all 

of the design documentation and allowing on-line design reviews. 

Design documentation access is facilitated by an interface with the CAD, MRP and PC-based 

applications (E-mail, E-sheet, etc.). Two examples are in the FIG. 10 . 
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During concur,.nt and rour•d de•Jgn re~J.ws,. partk.Jpanr. un p..n •nd zoom on drawing 
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Figure 10. Documentation and integration management. Courtesy of CIMLINC® 
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A session description could be as follows. 

• An individual creates an on-line C.E. session packet by defining the topic and identifying 

documentation to be linked to the packet. 

• Using the software, the session initiator adds descriptive comments and notations to facilitate 

the review. 

• When the on-line review is scheduled, each designated individual receives an E-mail from 

requesting their participation. 

• The on-line design review is held. All members can view the common documentation linked to 

the session package. Since these are shared views of the source data, participants are assured 

they are all working from the same information. 

• The software lets all participants view and manipulate CAD drawings without needed 

knowledge of, or access to, the CAD system. This capability eliminates the need for 

drawings, and eventually the face-to-face meetings. 

• Session control is passed between participants, allowing each to use the mouse to add 

comments, attach new documentation, and pan or zoom on specific image details. At the 

sessions conclusion, the updated package, along with all mark-ups created during the session, 

is archived for historical purposes. These session notes can be recalled and used at subsequent 

review sessions. 

5. FURTHER AUTOMATION 

As point (d) extension, some useful data are going to be incorporated in the special software 

databases. 

• A technical brief file extracted from the electrical norms is associated to the different CAD 

entities. This association is always done in terms of permitted or recommended geometrical 

dimensions. 

• Design for assembly efficiency tables are also associated with the CAD entities. An example 

of a CAD entity and the table worksheet is shown in FIG. II. 

• Manufacturability (DFM) is given as a PC-based (not CAD integrated simulated) cost for the 

processes of sheet cutting, bending, stamping welding and machining. Different radius, 

thickness, and angles give comparative costs for man, machine, jigs, etc. 
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Figure 11. CAD entity and DFA efficiency tables. Courtesy of Boothroyd Dew Hurst INC, USA. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the methodology (benchmarked with a similar product) have been to improve lead

times by 20%, reduce the target product cost by 15% and cut by 70% the modifications after the 

preliminary industrial series. Project management costs reduced by 10% is other issue which is more 

significant than crucial, but that increases morale both in project teams and Top Management. Key 

points to achieve that results have been: 

• To define a previous integrated strategy for the project management. 

• To simplify teamworking and meetings and other BPR micro with almost 100% digital model and 

parametrization. 

• To automate the process of project-related information retrieval and handling facilitating direct 

access and concurrent secure modification of any design data. 
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